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1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline metals, polycrystals with grain sizes less than 100 nm, are typically very hard and are commonly produced as films, making them promising as coatings which can help mitigate wear-related failures. This promise of improved wear resistance comes from the Archard model that connects wear rate directly to hardness [1].

\[
\frac{\partial V}{\partial l} = K \times \frac{P}{H}
\]

where \(V\) is the volume of worn material, \(l\) is the sliding distance, \(K\) is called the wear coefficient, \(P\) is the applied load, and \(H\) is hardness. Wear is an intricate process involving frictional sliding, a time-dependent multi-axial stress state, mechanochemistry, and highly localized plastic deformation. While more complex predictive models have been proposed (e.g., [2]), the Archard model captures the key physics of wear loss (material removal through abrasion or adhesion at asperity contacts) and has been found to accurately predict the wear response of a wide range of engineering metals [3].

Early reports of wear in nanocrystalline metallic systems have supported the notion that these materials are significantly more wear resistant than their microcrystalline counterparts. The majority of prior work has focused on a simple comparison between the wear behavior of microcrystalline metals and a single nanocrystalline grain size [4–9], although limited studies which access multiple nanocrystalline grain sizes do exist in the literature. Farhat et al. [10] explored nanocrystalline Al with pin-on-disk testing, Jeong et al. [11,12] studied nanocrystalline Ni and Ni–P with Taber abrasion testing, and Schuh et al. [13] studied nanocrystalline Ni using nanoscratch experiments. In all three cases, the authors found that the nanocrystalline metals they studied adhered to the Archard equation given in Eq. (1) over a wide range of grain sizes. However, limited data is available for nanocrystalline grain sizes below ~20 nm, where the traditional Hall–Petch relationship connecting strength to grain size breaks down and where grain boundary-dominated deformation physics begin to control the mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline materials. At these finest grain sizes, traditional dislocation tangling and storage give way to more collective mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding and grain rotation [14–16].

Rupert and Schuh [17] recently provided a systematic examination of wear in nanocrystalline metals across the entire Hall–Petch breakdown, reporting deviations from Archard-like scaling for electrodeposited Ni–W alloys with grain sizes below ~15 nm that were subjected to pin-on-disk sliding wear. The finest nanocrystalline grain sizes were found to wear considerably less than would be expected based on their as-deposited hardness. Surface plasticity induced during pin-on-disk experiments caused a modest amount of grain growth and grain boundary relaxation in a distinct, locally-hardened surface layer with a thickness of a few hundred nanometers. By connecting this hardened surface
layer to significant improvements in wear resistance. Rupert and Schuh showed that microstructural evolution can be beneficial for nanocrystalline wear performance under sliding wear conditions. In the present study, we revisit the nanocrystalline Ni–W system, again addressing wear response across the Hall–Petch breakdown, but using a different wear testing methodology: Taber abrasion. Taber abrasion exposes a material to very different conditions than pin-on-disk sliding; low contact stress and fast material removal through particle cutting are characteristic of Taber abrasion. Our goal is to understand if structural evolution and deviations from Archard scaling are general features of nanocrystalline wear or a strong function of testing conditions.

2. Materials and methods

To access a wide range of nanocrystalline grain sizes, Ni–W alloys were created using the pulsed electrodeposition technique and bath chemistry of Detor and Schuh [18,19]. Square carbon steel substrates of 10 cm width were prepared for electrodeposition by pickling with hydrochloric acid and electrocleaning following ASTM Standard B183-79 [20]. Grain size was varied by tuning the applied current waveform and deposition temperature [18], and the deposited coatings were 15–20 μm thick.

The composition of each specimen was determined using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in a Leo 438VP scanning electron microscope. X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles were then obtained using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer, to ensure that all specimens were polycrystalline FCC solid solutions. The average grain sizes were measured with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in bright field imaging mode. Each grain was manually identified and traced, and then the equivalent circular diameter was calculated. Cross-sectional TEM specimens were prepared using the focused ion beam (FIB) in situ lift-out technique [21] and examined in a JEOL 2010 operated at 200 kV. Vickers microhardness of each specimen was measured with a LECO Model LM247 indenter with an applied load of 10 g and a 15 s hold time. Abrasive wear loss was measured with a Taber Rotary Platform Abrasion Tester Model 5135 following ASTM Standard G195-08 [22]. Taber wear testing involves two abrasive wheels placed on the specimen under a constant load, which then drag across the surface and abrade the coating as the sample is rotated. CS-17 Calibrase Al2O3 abrasive wheels were used for this study, and were refaced regularly with 150 grit SiC paper to ensure a consistent contact roughness. Test parameters of 1 kg contact load, 72 rotations per minute and 750 total rotation cycles were used. Wear loss was calculated by measuring sample mass before testing and at regular intervals during wear testing, and then converting these mass loss values to volume loss with a density appropriate for each alloy composition (i.e., accounting for the fact that density increases as W content increases). The slope of volume loss as a function of test cycles then gives a value for wear rate which can be used to compare against Eq. (1). At least three specimens were tested for each grain size of interest.

3. Results

3.1. Hardness and wear properties

The measured compositions and as-deposited grain sizes \((d_0)\) of our deposits are presented in Table 1. Specimens with grain sizes of \(d_0 = 5–105 \text{ nm}\) were produced, with grain size decreasing as W content increases. Hardness values for the samples are also presented in Table 1, and summarized as a function of grain size in Fig. 1. Initially, hardness increases with grain refinement from 105 to 18 nm. As grain size reduces below 18 nm, however, a plateau in hardness is observed, signifying a breakdown in Hall–Petch scaling. The trend shown in Fig. 1 is broadly consistent with prior studies of the mechanical properties of nanocrystalline metals, nanocrystalline Ni–W in particular [18,23], and the range of grain sizes studied in the present work spans the transition from dislocation-based mechanisms above about 20 nm to grain boundary-dominated deformation below.

Fig. 2 shows wear volume loss versus test cycle for all grain sizes and specimens. In general, there is a transient “wear-in” in the first cycles of testing, but for each of our experiments this is apparently concluded within about 250 cycles, after which the data lie on reasonably well-defined lines characterized by a steady-state wear rate. Fig. 3(a) presents the average Taber wear rates of Ni–W specimens plotted against grain size; the trend is essentially monotonic, with wear rate decreasing with grain size. This trend is however not expected on the basis of Archard scaling; if wear rates were in fact inversely proportional to hardness for all of our specimens, the 5 nm specimen would exhibit a wear rate similar to the 8 and 18 nm grain size samples owing to the plateau in hardness seen in Fig. 1. The deviation from Archard scaling can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3(b), where wear rate is plotted against inverse hardness. The Archard equation given in Eq. (1) predicts a linear trend for such a plot (shown in this figure as a dotted blue line) and such proportionality seems reasonably obeyed for the larger grain sizes. Again, however, the finest grain size sample falls well below the Archard prediction, with the 5 nm specimen wearing ~30% less than expected.

3.2. Structural evolution

Previous work from Rupert and Schuh [17] for sliding wear conditions has shown that a deviation from Archard scaling can result from wear-induced structural evolution and an accompanying hardening effect. To investigate the possibility of near-surface microstructural changes under abrasive wear in our specimens,
TEM lamellae were cut from the wear surface using the FIB. First, we examine the alloys with larger grain sizes where Archard scaling is followed; bright field cross-sectional TEM micrographs of these samples are presented in Fig. 4. In each image, the wear surface is marked with a dashed white line. Micrographs from our largest grain size, $d_0 = 105$ nm, are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Close inspection of Fig. 4(a) shows that some slight grain refinement is observed near the wear surface. Fig. 4(b) presents a magnified view of the near surface region, where a number of grains which are smaller than the as-deposited grain size are observed. Grain refinement is commonly observed in microcrystalline materials as the result of severe plastic deformation at the surface [24,25]. It appears that our largest grain size experiences a similar refinement due to the fact that traditional intragranular dislocation mechanisms still control plastic deformation for grain sizes of $\sim 100$ nm and above [14].

Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows the near-surface microstructure in the specimens with $d_0 = 18$ and 8 nm, respectively. Comparison of the microstructure near the surface with the material further below shows that the wear process leaves no volume with obvious

---

**Fig. 2.** Wear volume versus test cycle for as-deposited grain sizes of 105 nm, 18 nm, 8 nm, and 5 nm. Some of the curves show a higher apparent wear rate at the outset; this transient “wear-in” regime is denoted by a dashed curve, which transitions to an approximate steady-state regime shown by fitted solid lines.

**Fig. 3.** (a) Wear rate plotted against grain size and (b) wear rate plotted against reciprocal hardness. The Archard equation, which is given in Eq. (1), is shown as a dotted blue line in (b). In (b), the hollow blue point shows where the 5 nm grain size sample would lie if it was corrected for the expected hardening from grain boundary relaxation during wear. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
structural evolution in these samples. At these grain sizes, grain boundary dislocation processes dominate plasticity.

The Ni–W alloy with an as-deposited grain size of 5 nm, where the apparent deviation from Archard scaling was observed, was investigated next. A TEM micrograph taken close to the wear surface is presented in Fig. 5(a), with the surface again marked by a dashed white line. Comparison of the material near the surface with that further below provides evidence that this alloy experiences grain growth due to the wear process. A relatively smooth transition from the bulk microstructure to a coarser near-surface grain size is observed. Without a clear boundary between the bulk and wear damaged material, we choose a somewhat arbitrary cutoff depth of 100 nm here to define the material near the wear surface. Grain size measurements from the as-deposited and worn material are presented as cumulative distribution plots in Fig. 5(b). Comparison of the two curves shows that wear has increased the average grain size from 5 nm to 11 nm.

Recent studies have found evidence that applied stress can act as a driving force for grain boundary migration and grain rotation leading to grain coarsening in nanocrystalline materials [26–28]. Since only select boundaries move during mechanically-driven grain growth, such a process changes the characteristic shape of the grain size distribution, i.e., mechanically driven grain growth is “abnormal”. To investigate the possibility that our observed microstructural evolution is mechanically-driven, we present mean-normalized grain size distributions in Fig. 5(c). This figure shows that the grain size distribution of the worn material has broadened and changed shape, reminiscent of other reports of...

**Fig. 4.** TEM micrographs of the grain structure near the wear surface for (a, b) an initial grain size ($d_0$) of 105 nm, (c) $d_0=18$ nm, and (d) $d_0=8$ nm. The sample with $d_0=105$ nm exhibits slight grain refinement near the wear surface, while the smaller grain size samples experience no obvious structural evolution.

**Fig. 5.** (a) A bright field TEM micrograph from the $d_0=5$ nm sample showing structural evolution characterized by a relatively smooth transition from the bulk microstructure to a coarser near-surface grain size. Grain size measurements from the as-deposited material and the wear surface (defined as within 100 nm of the surface) are presented as (b) a cumulative distribution plot and (c) a mean-normalized cumulative distribution plot.
deformation-induced structural evolution [17,26]. This contrasts with what would be expected if the observed grain growth was thermally-driven by frictional heating, where one would expect the mean-normalized grain size distribution to retain its shape in Fig. 5(c).

4. Discussion

4.1. Deviation from Archard scaling

The observed grain growth alone cannot explain the fact that our \(d_0 = 5\) nm specimen wears less than would be expected from its as-deposited properties. For the extent of grain growth observed, one would expect hardness of the material to remain roughly constant (cf. Fig. 1), while our material behaves as though it has hardened during the wear process. This nominally unexpected result can be attributed to the fact that grain boundary relaxation, the reduction of excess interfacial defects, accompanies (and likely precedes) grain growth in nanocrystalline Ni-W [19,29]. Whereas the observed grain growth should result in no change in hardness, grain boundary relaxation is well established as contributing to hardening in both nanocrystalline Ni-W [19,30] and other alloys [31,32].

In fact, Rupert et al. [30] studied this phenomenon in detail and found that grain boundary relaxation can increase hardness by \(\sim 30\%\) for a specimen with an average grain size (6 nm) that is similar to that of our sample in question. The similarity between the magnitudes of this relaxation hardening effect and our deviation from Archard scaling (30%) supports the hypothesis that grain boundary relaxationhardening during structural evolution is responsible for the observed wear behavior. In fact, if wear-induced grain boundary relaxation increased the hardness of the surface material by the 30% observed by Rupert et al. [30] and our present wear data were corrected (i.e., plotted against post-wear as opposed to pre-wear hardness), the wear response of the \(d_0 = 5\) nm sample would follow the predictions of Eq. (1). In Fig. 3(b), we show the effect of such a correction; the errant data point would fall on the dotted blue line corresponding to the Archard law if we presume a 30% hardening due to grain boundary relaxation. Unfortunately, hardness measurements are very unreliable at the extremely fine depths (\(\sim 10\) nm) that would be required to evaluate the structural evolution region directly, even with nanoindentation.

4.2. Abrasive versus sliding wear

Our observations here for Taber abrasion can be compared with the previous report of structural evolution during pin-on-disk sliding wear of nanocrystalline Ni-W [17]. Representative TEM micrographs of the near-surface microstructure following Taber abrasion and pin-on-disk wear tests are presented in Fig. 6 for comparison. In both cases, structural evolution is observed near the wear surface for the finest grain sizes where Archard scaling is violated. However, while pin-on-disk wear produces a thick grain growth layer sharply separated from the base material (Fig. 6(b)), Taber abrasion samples show a more gradual transition between the wear damaged and bulk microstructures (Fig. 6(a)). To understand this difference, it is important to recognize that two parameters influence the formation of an evolved layer: (1) local shear stress and (2) rate of material removal. High shear stresses promote mechanically-driven grain growth [26], while slow material removal rates will allow a distinct evolved layer to form.

To address the first point, we evaluate the maximum principal shear stress of Taber abrasion and pin-on-disk wear for the experimental conditions used here and in [17], respectively, using the Hertzian theories for cylinder-on-plate and sphere-on-plate contact [33]. Such an analysis neglects several important factors which are unknown, such as the tangential loading from frictional resistance and the roughness/asperities that develop during testing. Nonetheless, this approach allows us to make a relative comparison of the applied, global contact stress in each test. The following inputs were used: Young’s moduli of Ni (207 GPa [34]), Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (380 GPa [35]), and WC (680 GPa [35]), Poisson’s ratio of Ni (0.31 [34]), Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (0.24 [35]), and WC (0.24 [35]). Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), Taber abrasion wheel diameter of 51.9 mm, and WC pin-on-disk counterbody diameter of 6 mm.

The calculated maximum principal shear stresses for each test are included above the TEM micrographs in Fig. 6, showing that the stress in the pin-on-disk experiments (\(\tau_{\text{max, Hertzian}} = 460\) MPa) is approximately 42 times larger than the stress in the Taber abrasion experiments (\(\tau_{\text{max, Hertzian}} = 11\) MPa) for the testing conditions considered here. This large change is mainly due to the difference in apparent contact area for the two tests; pin-on-disk testing focuses the applied load at a small contact between a sphere and the surface while Taber abrasion spreads the contact load over a wide area where the abrasive wheel lies on the surface. Of course, local asperity contacts can be expected to induce higher local stresses, but the
global applied Hertzian stress in Taber testing is quite low; the testing method is sometimes referred to as “low stress abrasion” for this reason [36,37]. The rate at which material is removed from the surface is important as well, as the near-surface region must experience the contact stresses without immediate removal in order to produce a distinct grain growth layer. For abrasive contact, wear can occur by cutting, wedge-formation, or plowing mechanisms [38]. Cutting results in the fastest material removal rate, but requires particles which are oriented at large contact angles with respect to the sample surface. Taber abrasion wheels are made from ceramic particles pressed together with limited binder, with new sharp abrasive particles exposed as old particles break off the surface. The particles have a distribution of contact angles with the surface and many can be expected to have a contact angle greater than the critical value required for activation of the cutting mechanism, similar to the case for abrasive papers [39]. Unlike Taber wheels, the asperities on the pin surface in pin-on-disk experiments only arise due to plastic deformation (there is no inherent fresh supply of abrasive particles); for this reason, they tend to be blunt and unlikely to cause material removal through cutting. Therefore, wear loss during the pin-on-disk experiments occurs mainly from plowing or wedge-formation action, where there is a great deal of plastic deformation but little material removal.

When considered together, the lower stress and the faster material removal of Taber abrasion as compared to sliding wear explain why a more gradual structural evolution is observed here. Pin-on-disk sliding conditions are much more conducive to the formation of a distinct grain growth layer, as material is under high applied stresses for multiple passes before it is removed. For Taber abrasion, the fast material removal due to particle cutting will tend to shrink the evolved layer as it slowly tries to grow under the low applied contact stress. The end result is grain size gradient with coarsened grains only found very close to the surface, with hardened material being removed as it is formed. This suggests that wear-induced hardening may be of greater benefit in sliding wear than it is in abrasive wear conditions, where the transience of the hardened layer renders it less effective as a wear inhibitor.

5. Conclusions

The abrasive wear resistance of nanocrystalline Ni–W alloys with grain sizes spanning the Hall–Petch breakdown was studied using Taber abrasion testing. While our larger grain size samples (8–105 nm) show that reducing grain size into the nanocrystalline range can significantly improve wear resistance following predictions from the Archard equation, we observe considerable less wear loss than would be expected at our finest grain size of 5 nm. The wear damage process causes mechanically-driven grain growth near the surface in this sample. Specifically, a gradual transition from larger grains near the surface to smaller grains in the interior of the material is observed. Grain boundary relaxation is expected to accompany this grain growth, and can explain the magnitude of the improved wear resistance observed here. Comparison of these results with pin-on-disk wear experiments from the literature provides evidence that the level of structural evolution in nanocrystalline metals depends on the details of the wear conditions, with the lower contact stresses and increased particle cutting of Taber abrasion leading to a more subtle evolution of the near-surface structure than is observed in pin-on-disk sliding experiments. The results presented here demonstrate that the grain boundary-dominated deformation mechanisms which control plasticity at extremely fine nanocrystalline grain sizes can, in fact, improve wear performance by introducing a dynamic microstructure which outperforms as-prepared mechanical properties.
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